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Key Findings

- Using fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis, we identified combinations of modifiable factors that HIV programs that support orphans, vulnerable children, and their families may be able to act on to increase the proportion of beneficiaries who know their HIV status.

Key Implications

To improve HIV status knowledge, programs should consider implementing a formal process to:

- Assign cases considering case complexity and caseload to reduce overwork
- Provide activistas with supervision support
- Hire experienced activistas
- Train activistas to address challenging cases
- Reimburse activistas for work-related expenses

Resumo em português no final do artigo.

ABSTRACT

In Mozambique, more than a million children are living with HIV or are otherwise vulnerable due to HIV. In response to this crisis, the US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief funds programs that serve orphans and vulnerable children affected by HIV and their families. These programs retain case workers, known as activistas, who provide and refer beneficiaries to services to increase beneficiaries’ knowledge of their HIV status and to improve retention in care among those living with HIV. To improve program effectiveness, implementing organizations need to understand how different case management attributes affect beneficiary outcomes. We applied fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), based on 119 interviews, to identify the combinations of case management attributes that led to (1) increased knowledge of HIV status, and (2) high percentages of beneficiaries with known HIV status. We identified 6 pathways for the first outcome and 5 pathways for the second outcome. Each pathway demonstrates an alternative combination of conditions that positively influences the outcome and is equally sufficient in achieving the outcome. To improve knowledge of HIV status, programs in a similar context as this study may select any of the identified pathways based on their existing resources and work on ensuring the presence of each of the conditions in the pathway. Overall, based on the presence of some of the factors in multiple pathways, we conclude that to improve knowledge of HIV status it is important that programs implement a formal process to assign cases considering case complexity and existing caseload to reduce overwork; provide activistas with external support such as weekly care team meetings, weekly supervisor meetings, and/or low supervision ratios; hire experienced activistas; provide all activistas with follow-up trainings so they have the tools to address challenging cases; expand the financial resources offered to activistas; and reimburse activistas for work-related expenses.

INTRODUCTION

The HIV epidemic has exacted a formidable toll on children and their families. Currently, 13.4 million children are living without 1 or both parents due to the HIV epidemic; 80% of these children live in sub-Saharan Africa. In addition, 1.8 million children under age 15 are
living with HIV.2 Despite some decline in HIV adult prevalence worldwide and increasing access to treatment, the number of children affected by or vulnerable to HIV remains alarmingly high. In response to the global HIV/AIDS epidemic, the United States initiated the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) in 2003. PEPFAR funds health care facilities, nongovernmental organizations, and other programs that provide support and services to populations vulnerable to or infected with HIV.3 In many countries with a high burden of HIV, PEPFAR supports programming for treatment and support to orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) and their families, especially those made vulnerable by HIV.3,4

The primary mechanism for service delivery and support for OVC programming is client case management. Individual orphans, vulnerable children, or their family members are enrolled into a program, and a case worker is assigned. The case worker assesses client needs, outlines a care plan and actions to achieve that care plan, monitors care plan achievement, and ultimately exits the client from the program upon care completion. A critically important aspect of case management is that case managers advocate on behalf of their clients, ensuring that medication is received, patient calls are returned, paperwork is filed with the clinic or care agency, and HIV- and non-HIV-related needs are met.5 Case workers are volunteers or stipend-paid community members who are trained by the program to provide services to clients, but they otherwise have little or no formal social work training or qualifications. Case workers are employed by a community-based organization (CBO) or implementing partner. CBOs often employ case worker supervisors whose role is to review client files with case workers, support them in meeting clients’ needs, support time management, assess training needs, identify training opportunities, and provide support to help them cope with job stress.

Client case management has been shown to positively influence key HIV outcomes, notably knowledge of HIV status and antiretroviral therapy (ART) retention.6–8 Studies have shown that increased contact with a case manager is related to a decreased need for income assistance, emotional counseling, and other forms of supportive services and increased access to health care.7,9–11 HIV programs are increasingly turning to family-oriented, case management approaches because of their potential to provide holistic, individualized, and effective support, particularly among vulnerable populations.5,11

Although case management is widely accepted as an effective method for HIV service provision, little is known about the specific attributes that make a case management program effective.12 Most studies that have evaluated case management programs have focused solely on how well these programs achieved final outcomes, such as knowledge of HIV status, ART retention, or cost effectiveness; they did not investigate the factors that led to those outcomes.6,7 The limited number of studies that have examined specific case management attributes primarily consider a small number of factors in isolation and do not account for how factors may combine to have a collective impact on program outcomes. From previous studies, several case management program attributes have been hypothesized to positively influence case management effectiveness, such as case manager skills,13–14 training,9,15–17 caseload,18 supportive supervision,14,16 financial incentives,19–21 resources,19–21 networking,5,6,14,15 and accessibility of care.9,18,21 Although there are many factors posited to influence knowledge of HIV status, such as stigma,19,20 demographics (e.g., beneficiary age, sex, income, education),18,22,23 and social capital,15 this study focused solely on the modifiable attributes of case management programs because these factors are in programs’ manageable control. The limited research on case management attributes that improve HIV outcomes highlights the need for research that comprehensively and specifically evaluates which aspects of case management programs influence case management effectiveness.

We used qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) to identify the modifiable case management attributes that optimize program performance within a PEPFAR-funded program in Mozambique. We defined optimized program performance as a scenario in which the proportion of beneficiaries that know their HIV status is increasing, which is a commonly used indicator in HIV programming.7 Specifically, this study identified the combinations of modifiable case management attributes that influenced 2 indicators (i.e., outcomes) of effectiveness: (1) percentage change in knowledge of HIV status, and (2) percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status known at the time of the last assessment. The results of this study contribute to a theory of effective OVC programs, identifying actionable recommendations that implementing organizations can follow to optimize program performance.

## METHODS

### Research Context and Case Selection

In Mozambique, approximately 15% of women and 10% of men ages 15–49 are living with HIV.24
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Under the age of 15, approximately 200,000 children in Mozambique are living with HIV, and 916,000 are considered vulnerable because of HIV prevalence. Low rates of treatment retention, especially among children, adolescents, and young adults, threaten to undermine epidemic control. Due to the high prevalence and risk for HIV in Mozambique, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) funds OVC-focused programming through a program called COVida. The program partners with CBOs to recruit and equip case managers to provide services to OVC and their families and is a major center of case management in Mozambique. COVida-affiliated CBOs are the focus of this study. The unit of analysis for this study is the case manager, called activista in Mozambique (and referred to as such herein). Activistas are expected to work about 20 hours weekly. Across all COVida CBOs, activists have managed 344,000 beneficiaries, 60% of whom are currently active.

For QCA, it is important that the units of analysis exhibit varied degrees of the outcome(s) and the factors analyzed. COVida has CBOs in all 11 provinces in Mozambique. To gather in-depth knowledge about each program, we selected 3 provinces: Maputo, Gaza, and Nampula. The 3 provinces were selected based on the following considerations: percentage of children living with HIV, percentage of children on ART, number of COVida beneficiaries, number of COVida beneficiaries who were living with HIV, USAID priority status for a province, program stability, and security. Within each province, we selected 2 CBOs: 1 CBO with a high proportion of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status, and 1 CBO with a low proportion of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status. In each selected CBO, we randomly sampled 11 or 12 activists and then interviewed their managers (activista chefes) and supervisors.

Data Collection Methods

Data were collected using qualitative and quantitative methods. From each CBO, 20 people were interviewed: 11 or 12 activists, 3 activistas chefes (i.e., direct manager of activists), 2 supervisors (i.e., manager of activistas chefes), and 3 other management staff. To be included, an activist must have been working for COVida for at least 6 months, and their activistas chefe and supervisor had to be available for interviews. In total, 70 activists, 18 activistas chefes, 12 supervisors, 6 CBO managers, 6 CBO monitoring and evaluation advisors, and the COVida project director were interviewed. Interviews were 30–45 minutes long, and all interviews were audio recorded and conducted privately at the CBOs. Data collection was done by a local research agency. Data collectors were selected based on level of education, prior qualitative interview experience, knowledge of the study areas, and fluency in study languages. A gender balance was ensured during recruitment of data collectors. Data collectors received 4 days of study-specific data collection protocol training. The data collection protocol was pilot tested and revised before conducting fieldwork. Data collection took place from July to August 2019.

Interviews elicited information including activist caseload, training, supervision, team meetings, non-monetary incentives, networking, demographics, work satisfaction, ways to improve service quality, time spent working, and any costs they incurred. Activista chefe and supervisor interviews also discussed challenges with activist retention, salaries, and activist performance. In interviews with CBO managers, advisors, and the project director, respondents discussed CBO-level procedures. Documentation was collected such as project reports, quarterly updates, and routine project data collected by COVida. Routine data tracked by COVida included activist caseload and beneficiary HIV status.

The study protocol received institutional review board approval from the Comitê Nacional de Bioética para a Saúde in Mozambique and Health Media Labs, Inc. in Washington, DC. The informed consent process for interview participants was individualized and private. The data collectors privately shared information about the study with each potential participant and obtained and documented a written informed consent. Informed consent was administered in the language preferred by the participant. If consent was granted for audio recording, we recorded the interview. The information provided by respondents was held in strict confidence.

Data Analysis

Preliminary Analyses

All interviews were translated and transcribed. The transcripts were qualitatively coded, a process whereby common and relevant themes are identified and sections of the transcripts that relate to the themes are tagged. The qualitative coding employed a deductive approach, in which topics related to modifiable case management attributes were identified by program experts and stakeholders before coding began. For example, “training” was identified as a potentially important...
theme, because comprehensive training has been shown to positively influence program outcomes in health\textsuperscript{15} and resource-limited contexts.\textsuperscript{30,31} Microsoft Excel was used for the coding. Next, the coded data were reviewed, and summaries of each theme were created for each activista, activista chefe, and supervisor. The summaries were compared across each of these 3 roles to identify and resolve conflicts. Conflicting statements were resolved by triangulating data from interviews and documentation, to ensure internal validity.\textsuperscript{32} The summaries were also used to identify differences between activistas across the modifiable attributes. This preliminary qualitative analysis was essential to set up the QCA.\textsuperscript{32}

Additionally, quantitative data from the interviews were analyzed. Descriptive statistics were calculated, using Microsoft Excel and SAS version 9.4, to summarize the range, mean, median, mode, frequency, and cumulative average of quantitative variables. These statistics were important to understand the spread of data across activistas for each modifiable attribute and to identify differences among activistas.

**Qualitative Comparative Analysis**

To identify the combinations of modifiable attributes that influenced knowledge of HIV status, a QCA was conducted. QCA combines quantitative and qualitative analyses to determine which combinations of variables (called pathways) influence the outcome analyzed.\textsuperscript{33–35} We selected QCA for this study since this method recognizes that several different combinations of variables may lead to a particular outcome. As a result, an implementing partner may choose any of the identified pathways to improve outcomes of interest. In QCA, the variables are referred to as causal conditions and are similar to independent variables in a statistical analysis.\textsuperscript{35} For this study, the modifiable attributes of case management are the causal conditions (e.g., caseload). The outcomes are similar to dependent variables and are the phenomena that are the main focus of the study.\textsuperscript{35} Because we did not want to lose information from data by restricting all conditions to dichotomous values, fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA) was the analysis method selected, whereby fuzzy sets that ranged continuously from 0 to 1 were used to measure varying degrees of a condition’s presence or absence.\textsuperscript{34}

**Outcome Identification and Calibration**

Two outcomes were investigated for this study: (1) percentage change in knowledge of HIV status, and (2) percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status known at the time of the last assessment. Also, we conducted the analysis of the negation of the outcomes. We investigated the conditions that do not produce a high percentage change in knowledge of HIV status and conditions that produce high percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status unknown at the last assessment. The outcomes were calibrated using the direct calibration approach (see the QCA calibration guide in Supplement), in which a quantitative value associated with in-set membership, out-of-set membership, and the crossover point is first identified based on theory and the distribution of the raw, quantitative data; the data are then normalized between these points.\textsuperscript{36} Calibration is an iterative process between theory and collected data that aims to develop a common measuring stick to use to determine whether a case falls in the set of a phenomenon, out of the set of a phenomenon, or somewhere in between.\textsuperscript{32} The first outcome investigated was the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries who changed their reported HIV status from unknown to known between enrollment and July 2019. These beneficiaries included all those who enrolled before April 1, 2019, and had their HIV status recorded at least 1 time in addition to the time of enrollment. HIV status was considered known if the beneficiary’s status was documented as HIV positive, on ART, not on ART (likely HIV positive but not receiving treatment), or test not recommended (likely not HIV positive, based on a risk assessment). HIV status was considered unknown if the beneficiary’s status was documented as unknown or not revealed. In-set membership was when the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries with a change in HIV known status was greater than or equal to 75%, and out-of-set membership was when the percentage with a change in HIV known status was less than or equal to 25%.

The second outcome investigated was the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries with their HIV status known at the last assessment. HIV status was considered known for beneficiaries whose status was either HIV positive or negative (and was not documented as unknown or not revealed) at the time of the last assessment. Beneficiaries for both second and third outcomes included all those who enrolled before April 1, 2019. In-set membership was when the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries with HIV status known was greater than or equal to 95%, and out-of-set membership was when the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries with HIV status known was less than or equal to 75%.
Identification and Preliminary Removal of Potential Causal Conditions

A list of 23 potential causal conditions that were modifiable case management attributes was assembled from literature, case knowledge, and project documentation. Twenty-three causal conditions are too many for 70 cases in QCA because too much of the logic space or all of the possible combinations of conditions would not be represented by empirical cases. Conditions were removed based on lack of variation across the cases within a condition (known as domain conditions); correlations with other conditions, indicating that 2 conditions may be measuring the same topic; lack of data; or low necessity, indicating that the condition was less important for the outcome. Necessity is a QCA metric used to analyze individual conditions and can be helpful to narrow down a large list of potential conditions. Necessity reflects how important a condition is for an outcome, based on how often the condition is present when the outcome is present; necessity scores between 0.9 and 1.0 indicate that a condition is almost always necessary for the outcome.

Sufficiency reflects the extent to which a condition contributes to the presence of the outcome; a sufficiency score above 0.8 is required for a condition to be sufficient alone to produce the outcome. Necessity and sufficiency scores are produced by the software at the analysis stage.

Calibration of Causal Conditions

Two methods were used to calibrate the causal conditions. First, the indirect calibration method was used for conditions that primarily had qualitative data: challenges recruiting and retaining, how cases are assigned, level of supportive supervision, out-of-pocket costs, and training. Time spent per case was also calibrated indirectly, using primarily quantitative data. Project reports, documentation, literature, and expert knowledge were used to establish initial definitions for in-set membership (the criteria that correspond with a value of 1, when the condition is fully present for a given case or the case has full membership in the set of that condition), out-of-set membership (the...
FIGURE 2. Outcome 2: Percentage of Orphans or Vulnerable Children in Mozambique With HIV Status Known

Condition | Necessity | Sufficiency | No. of Pathways
---|---|---|---
Quality of Care Team Meetings | 0.85 | 0.63 | 2
Work Experience ≥12 months | 0.83 | 0.65 | 3
-Complexity | 0.77 | 0.68 | 3
Supervision Ratio | 0.73 | 0.72 | 1
- Out of Pocket Costs | 0.69 | 0.68 | 3
Training | 0.66 | 0.71 | 1
Level of Supportive Supervision | 0.60 | 0.64 | 3
Caseload | 0.57 | 0.80 | 3
- Training | 0.56 | 0.81 | 1
- Supervision Ratio | 0.52 | 0.84 | 1
- Time Case | 0.52 | 0.82 | 4
- Work Experience | 0.26 | 0.73 | 2

Solution Consistency=0.87
Solution Coverage=0.42

FIGURE 3. Outcome 2 Negation Analysis: Percentage of Orphans or Vulnerable Children in Mozambique With HIV Status Unknown

Condition | Necessity | Sufficiency | No. of Pathways
---|---|---|---
Challenges in Recruiting and Retaining | 0.85 | 0.52 | 1
Activistas | 0.77 | 0.53 | 1
- Caseload | 0.45 | 0.41 | 1
- Level of Supportive Supervision | 0.44 | 0.44 | 1
- Time Case | 0.42 | 0.53 | 1
Complexity | 0.42 | 0.53 | 1

Solution Consistency=0.80
Solution Coverage=0.09
criteria that correspond with a value of 0, when the condition is fully absent for a given case or the case has full nonmembership in the set of that condition), and the crossover point (the criteria that correspond with a value of 0.5, when the condition is neither present nor absent and is the point of maximum ambiguity). Next, qualitative data summaries were reviewed to determine meaningful differences between the activistas. For most of the indirectly calibrated conditions, 4-value fuzzy sets were used: 0 (fully out of the set), 0.33 (more out of the set than in), 0.67 (more in the set than out), and 1 (fully in the set); these sets are very common for IsQCA.32,34 For example, for the condition of challenges recruiting and retaining, in-set membership (a fuzzy set value of 1) was defined as:

The care team reports significant issues with recruiting and retaining activistas, is understaffed, and lacks a clear plan to recruit and retain activistas.

A value of 0.67 was defined as:

There are many issues with activist recruiting or retention, and activists leave for reasons beyond the low subsidy. The care team may have plans to alleviate activist turnover, but no action has been taken.

A value of 0.33 was defined as:

There are some issues with activist recruiting or retention, such as activists leaving due to low subsidies. The care team demonstrates clear actions and plans devised to alleviate activist turnover.

Out-of-set membership (a value of 0) was defined as:

The entire care team does not report issues with recruiting or retaining activists, is fully staffed, and has a clear plan in place to recruit and retain activists.

The remaining conditions, caseload and complexity, were calibrated using the direct calibration method, which is common for conditions with only quantitative data that can be normalized between anchor points.36 We measured complexity as the proportion of beneficiaries living with HIV in the activist’s case load. It was important to include complexity in our analysis since our interviews demonstrated that beneficiaries living with HIV often require more time from social workers to address issues such as comorbidities or treatment adherence, which would leave less time for other beneficiaries.

**Truth Table Assembly**

Once the causal conditions and outcomes were calibrated, the calibration criteria were used to assign fuzzy values to each case, for every condition and outcome. The qualitative coding and summaries and the quantitative values were used to determine whether each activista met the required criteria for in-set membership, out-of-set membership, or a membership value in between. These fuzzy values were assembled in a truth table that summarized the fuzzy scores assigned to causal conditions and outcomes for all activists, reflecting the possible configurations of causal conditions associated with outcomes.34

**Truth Table Analysis**

Following the calibration of the causal conditions and outcomes, the truth table was analyzed using the “truth table analysis” function in Is/QCA software.38 Truth table analysis relies on the process of minimization, whereby stepwise comparisons between each combination of conditions are performed to determine which conditions could be removed to provide a more simplified pathway that consistently leads to the outcome.34,38 All possible combinations of conditions were investigated to determine (1) whether a given group of conditions consistently (i.e., nearly always) led to (i.e., was present when) the outcome occurred; and (2) whether the consistent combinations made sense with in-depth knowledge of the data (e.g., it would not make sense for challenges recruiting and retaining activists to be a factor that contributed to a high percentage change in beneficiary HIV known status, but it would make sense for high-quality care team meetings to positively affect this outcome). Additionally, to further simplify the pathways, “easy” counterfactuals were used, called simplifying assumptions in QCA34; this action allows the researcher to specify assumptions for whether a causal condition’s presence or absence would be expected to be associated with each outcome. We made these assumptions based on case knowledge and theory of whether the presence or absence of a condition will lead to the outcome of interest. Thus, we assumed that presence of training will lead to high proportion of beneficiaries who know their HIV status. When there was not sufficient evidence to suggest the directionality of the condition’s influence on the outcome, both the presence and the absence of the condition were analyzed. For example, more time spent with each household could lead to a better outcome or it could lead to activist burnout and subsequently a poor outcome.
The validity of the results was determined based on 2 important QCA metrics: consistency and coverage. Consistency demonstrates the relative frequency that a pathway will result in a particular outcome or how consistently a pathway leads to that particular outcome; the accepted cut-off value for a consistent pathway is 0.8. Coverage is the percentage of cases with an outcome that is explained by a given pathway. Coverage lacks a cutoff value because it is a metric for generalizability; lower coverage scores, however, reflect more case-specific and less generalizable results. Once preliminary results were obtained, a subset/superset analysis was performed for each outcome to further simplify the number of causal conditions in each pathway while maintaining or increasing each pathway’s consistency and coverage. Finally, pathways were compared with theory and case knowledge to ensure that the final solutions presented the most complete and simplified explanations for the outcomes analyzed.

RESULTS

Study Participants

We interviewed 70 activistas, 18 activista chefs, 12 supervisors, and 6 CBO managers. The majority of activistas (71.4%) were women. The mean age was 30 years (standard deviation [SD]=9, range=20–57 years). Half of the activistas served beneficiaries in rural areas (51.4%). The majority of activistas (72.9%) had secondary education, one-quarter (24.3%) had primary education, and 3% had technical or professional education. Activistas’ total time working ranged from 6 months to 8 years, and 82.86% had 2 years of experience or less.

More than half of the activista chefs (55.6%, N=18) were women. The mean age was 34 years (SD=8.3, range=21–51 years). The majority of activista chefs (77.8%, N=18) had secondary education, less than a fifth (16.7%) had primary education only; 6% had technical or professional education. The number of years of work as activista chefs ranged from 6 months to 3 years. The majority of supervisors (91.7%, N=12) were men. The mean age was 40 years (SD=10.5, range=28–58 years). Two-thirds of supervisors (66.7%, N=12) had secondary education, and one-third (33.3%) had a university degree. The number of years of work as supervisors ranged from 6 months to 2 years. Lastly, 4 of the 6 CBO managers were women. The mean age was 51 years (SD=16.5, range=27–66 years). All 6 respondents had worked as CBO managers for 2 years.

Outcome 1: Percentage Change in HIV Status Knowledge

For Outcome 1, 6 pathways led to a high percentage change in beneficiaries’ HIV status knowledge (Figure 1). Each pathway is 1 branch, with 5–8 conditions. For example, from Figure 1, Pathway 1 contained the following conditions: how cases are assigned, training, lack of challenges recruiting and retaining, complexity, quality of care team meetings, and less time per case. The solution consistency was 0.85 and coverage was 0.35. These pathways described the conditions that led to improved knowledge of HIV status for activistas from CBOs 2, 3, 4, and 6. Although some of the pathways are complicated (i.e., with more than 5 conditions), the solution reflects the most simplified combinations of conditions that consistently led to a high percentage change in HIV known status. No single condition was necessary or sufficient; instead, the combinations of conditions had the most important influence on the outcome.

Common Conditions

One condition was shared by all 6 pathways: how cases are assigned. This finding demonstrates that decisions to assign new cases should consider activista caseload, work experience, skills, case complexity, and activista proximity to case to prepare activistas well for effective case management. In particular, consideration of caseload and complexity of cases ensured that activistas were not overburdened and had enough time to address the needs of each beneficiary. In contrast, activistas who did not achieve high percentage changes in HIV known status were part of programs that lacked a formal procedure to assign cases. For example, an activista chef from CBO 5 stated:

The communities are divided into boroughs and the cases are allocated randomly.

Two other conditions were present in 5 of the 6 pathways: lack of challenges recruiting and retaining and lack of out-of-pocket expenses. For most activistas who achieved a high change in HIV status knowledge, their supervisors actively worked to retain activistas by ensuring that they had access to follow-up trainings and the opportunity to discuss job stress and complex beneficiares. In CBOs 1 and 5 that had low percentage changes in HIV status knowledge, activista retention was inhibited by dissatisfaction with the activista stipend. In fact, two-thirds of activistas were unsatisfied with their stipend amount.
**Activista Support and Experience**

Five of the 6 pathways had at least 1 condition that reflected activista skills and external support: level of supportive supervision, quality of care team meetings, low supervision ratio, long training duration, and/or work experience (≥12 months). These pathways had a high amount of redundancy between conditions that ensure activistas were well equipped and well supported, which explains why most activistas were able to spend less time per case and still achieve desirable outcomes. Supportive supervision was the most effective when activista chefs met with each activista at least twice per week. Activista chefs traveled with all activistas periodically to:

> know what is happening in the communities with the activistas, know the situations and look for joint solutions, [and] verify that the beneficiaries are receiving the services required from the activistas.

Low supervision ratios were not necessary for high levels of supportive supervision, but low ratios helped to ensure activista chefs and supervisors had more long-term time and energy to assist with complex cases.

Further, these results demonstrate alternative ways to support activistas, which may be useful to CBOs that have limited resources. For example, in Pathway 1, activista support occurred through training and high-quality and weekly care team meetings, where activistas shared experiences, discussed challenges, and created case plans. In Pathway 2, activista support occurred through training and because activistas had 2 or more years of case management experience. If a CBO has difficulty implementing regular care team meetings, hiring highly experienced activistas could provide an alternative. Similarly, training provided another layer of redundancy to activista support. Although the number of training days proved to be less important, the most effective trainings were those that employed multiple training activities (e.g., lectures, role playing, tests) and covered topics such as how to refer beneficiaries to health services, techniques to encourage ART retention, and how to cope with work stress. Overall, the presence of activista support conditions (e.g., quality of care team meetings, supervision ratio, supportive supervision) in multiple pathways may reflect how these conditions, in combination with other conditions (e.g., quality care team meetings and low supervision ratios enable activistas to discuss difficult cases, which could help alleviate challenges of case complexity, for example), provided activistas with the resources needed to effectively manage their cases.

**Complex Cases and Activista Preparation**

The first 3 pathways show how activistas who had a high percentage of complex cases that require more time still improved HIV status knowledge. The presence of high-quality team meetings, adequate training, and formal and thoughtful case assignment procedures prepared these activistas well to manage complex cases. Finally, the presence of more time per case in Pathway 2 and less time per case in Pathway 1 may mean that this condition is not particularly important; activistas can still achieve a high percentage change in HIV known status regardless of how much time they spend with each household. Some activistas spent more time per case because they managed a higher proportion of complex cases; others spent less time per case because they had fewer complex cases or because their work experience or training meant that they strategized their cases to maximize efficiency. For example, 1 activista stated:

> I first finalize my work at home and then plan my work, and I do this on a weekly basis.

**Outcome 2: Percentage of HIV Status Known**

The second outcome investigated was the percentage of beneficiaries with their HIV status known at the time of the last assessment. Five pathways led to a high percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status known (Figure 2), each with 4–6 conditions. This solution had a consistency of 0.87 and coverage of 0.42, which are acceptable values for QCA. This solution described activistas from CBOs 2, 3, 4, and 6. No conditions were necessary or sufficient; instead, the combinations of conditions had the most important influence on the outcome.

**Activistas With More Work Experience**

Pathways 1, 2, and 3 shared 4 conditions: work experience ≥12 months, complex cases <10%, lack of out-of-pocket costs, and less time per case. The presence of work experience ≥12 months combined with complex cases <10% is one of the main reasons why activistas were able to spend less time with each household (approximately 25 minutes or less, on average). In these first 3 pathways, activistas worked efficiently and had lower risk of becoming burned out, allowing them to provide more effective case management services to beneficiaries. Additionally, these activistas
had minimal challenges: lack of out-of-pocket costs and complex cases <10% meant that activistas had the resources to complete their work and did not have many cases that required more time. For activistas who did not have high percentages of beneficiaries with HIV status known, the presence of out-of-pocket costs could be a reason. These activistas spent their own money for transport, buying food for beneficiaries, buying airtime. If activistas have access to more resources, their effectiveness may improve.

For Pathway 1, the high supervision ratio meant that the ratios of activistas to activista chefe and of activista chefe to supervisor were higher (10:1 and 5:1, respectively). However, since these activistas had more experience and fewer case challenges, the supervision ratio did not negatively affect their case management effectiveness. In Pathway 2, activistas had caseloads of 50 or fewer cases and underwent significant training (>10 days); these conditions contributed to activistas’ preparedness and energy for effective case management. In Pathway 3, short training duration reflects fewer than 5 training days. Most trainings, regardless of duration, still covered important case management topics (e.g., goal setting, common challenges). Activistas requested additional training on topics including HIV testing, dealing with sensitive cases, and family planning.

**Activistas With Less Work Experience**
Pathways 4 and 5 differed from the first 3 pathways mainly because they had work experience ≤11 months. These pathways demonstrate 2 alternative combinations of conditions that are sufficient to overcome an activista’s lack of work experience. Notably, when an activista had less than 11 months of experience, it was essential that the activista had a caseload of 50 or fewer cases and that the activista attended weekly care team meetings that were comprehensive and addressed care issues beyond paperwork. For activistas managing more cases, especially those with less experience, external support and being well networked were important. Although activista chefe and supervisors identified the “ideal” caseload to be approximately 50 cases, this is effective- ly the maximum number of cases an activista should manage. For this dataset, activistas faced difficulty completing their case work when their caseload exceeded 50 cases, especially since they were expected to work only 20 hours weekly.

Although these activistas had less work experience, they received support that ensured they managed cases effectively. High-quality and weekly care team meetings with near-perfect activista attendance were essential to effective case management. In the highest-quality meetings, activistas were:

\[\ldots\] Presenting the work [and] questions we have to the activista chefe who accompanies us to the beneficiaries’ houses [and] checking whether the forms have been filled well.

Support in developing weekly plans and sharing of information enabled activistas to gain important skills to manage difficult cases and was a valuable source of accountability for activista preparedness. In contrast, activistas who did not attend or did not have access to high-quality care team meetings described the meetings as unhelpful where the focus was solely for correcting forms, and this was associated with lower percentages of beneficiaries with HIV status known.

**Analysis of the Negation of the Outcomes**
The analysis of conditions that do not produce a high percentage change in knowledge of HIV status (i.e., negation of Outcome 1) did not produce any results. The analysis of negation of the Outcome 2 identified 1 pathway that led to a high percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status unknown (i.e., unknown or not revealed) (Figure 3). In-set membership was when the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries with HIV status unknown was greater than or equal to 95%, and out-of-set membership was when the percentage of an activista’s beneficiaries with HIV status unknown was less than or equal to 75%. This pathway described activistas from CBOs 5 and 6 who had higher percentages of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status than the other CBOs. The pathway had 5 conditions: challenges recruiting and retaining, lack of ideal caseload, lack of supportive supervision, less time per case, and complex cases ≥10%. The solution consistency was 0.80 and the coverage was 0.09. No conditions were necessary or sufficient; instead, the combinations of conditions had the most important influence on the outcome.

**Activista Retention**
Challenges recruiting and retaining activistas had a negative influence on the percentage of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status. Activista chefe and supervisors attributed these challenges to low subsidies (i.e., activista salaries), delays in subsidy payment, lack of motivation, high caseloads, and...
lack of job preparedness. For example, a supervisor stated:

Activistas leave because of the low subsidy or because of the workload in terms of caseloads.

Activista retention challenges led to higher activista turnover, which may have negatively affected case management.

**Activista Overwork**

The lack of ideal caseload means that activists who had a high percentage of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status also had a caseload that was above the ideal/maximum caseload (n=50, based on the average number of cases that activista chefs and supervisors said an activista should ideally manage). The highest caseload cited was 106 clients. Too many cases meant that an activista had too much work and could not dedicate adequate time to each beneficiary, leading to an inability to know the HIV status of each. In contrast, activista chefs whose activists had low percentages of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status aimed to assign activists only the ideal caseload to:

...Not overload [them] with work [since] increasing the number [would] make it difficult for the activista to cover all the families.

In addition to too many cases, activists with high percentages of beneficiaries with HIV status unknown additionally managed a higher percentage of complex cases, meaning they were often unable to spend as much time employing strategies to learn the HIV status of their remaining clients. Similarly, too many cases meant activists spent less time per case, with some activists spending as few as 15 minutes per household.

**Inadequate Activista Support**

Activists with high percentages of beneficiaries with unknown HIV status also lacked supportive supervision. For example, regarding the purpose of the meetings with their activista chefe, an activista stated:

The activista chefe corrects the filled forms and we sign the central registry form.

In contrast, activists who received highly supportive supervision discussed their difficult cases and created goals and plans during these meetings. For example, an activist stated:

I develop a plan, and if someone has abandoned ART treatment, that is where I need the activista chefe so that we can work together in this case.

Another activist summarized the tasks accomplished during these meetings as:

Talking about challenges, presenting the filled templates and being corrected and taught how to fill them correctly, undertaking simulations of the daily activities, weekly reporting, and exchange of experience.

**DISCUSSION**

This study aimed to provide actionable evidence to USAID and implementing organizations for strengthening their OVC programs. Previous studies have hypothesized ways to improve HIV case management, but there has been insufficient evaluation of the impact of these hypotheses on knowledge of HIV status, as well as their collective impact. The main findings from this study demonstrate the importance of strengthening multiple aspects of case management simultaneously, which may require efforts from both program funders and implementing organizations.

To achieve a high percentage change in knowledge of HIV status and a high percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status known, the implementing organizations working in a context similar to this study may select any of the identified pathways and work on ensuring the presence of each of the conditions in the pathway. The selection of the pathway may depend on the resources that are available and the timeframe that each organization has to work with. Thus, changing and implementing the procedures for assigning cases may be more time consuming than changing the caseload. Although we acknowledge that the interventions should focus on modifying all conditions in the selected pathway collectively, since the pathways as a whole were identified to influence the outcomes (as opposed to individual conditions), we would like to share several key recommendations regarding those conditions that were present in multiple pathways. First, it is important for programs to implement formal protocols that assign cases based especially on caseload, complexity, and activista skills. To our knowledge, how cases are assigned has rarely been mentioned in the literature, let alone tied to HIV program performance. Potentially, the biggest impact of formal protocols to assign cases was that they resulted in strategized case management (i.e., more experienced activists managed the more complex cases) and reduced overwork. Caseload was important for the 2 positive HIV program performance outcomes investigated, so formal protocols could help to maintain ideal activista caseloads. For all activists to have adequate time and
energy to manage their cases well, it is important that they do not manage more than 50 cases and manage a very low percentage of complex cases. Other programs have identified the maximum to be even lower (e.g., 30 cases), and programming is increasingly shifting focus to highly vulnerable populations that present more complex cases; therefore, the maximum should depend on how many hours an activist is expected to work weekly, their previous work experience, and how many complex cases they manage. This is particularly important for activists who have less prior work experience, since case manager expertise has been linked to improved HIV program performance. Implementing organizations and program funders may also consider increasing material resources provided to activists because stipend increases may improve satisfaction and reduce activist turnover.

Activistas with high percentage changes in knowledge of HIV status generally did not have out-of-pocket expenses. This finding is also supported by literature that suggests case workers are more effective when they have access to all resources essential to basic care. Adequate care resources and comprehensive care plans have also been shown to be important for treatment program effectiveness for people living with HIV. Program funders could consider expanding HIV program budgets to account for activist reimbursement for transportation and airtime (i.e., cell phone service used for case management). HIV treatment is also often inhibited by the lack of beneficiary access to food, so many activists mentioned that they purchased food for beneficiaries, resulting in out-of-pocket expenses. HIV program performance outcomes could further improve if program funders accounted for food for medication provision, which remains an unmet need.

HIV program performance may also improve if implementing organizations can provide activists with more than 1 form of high-quality support, especially to activists with more complex cases and/or less work experience. Support can occur through regular trainings, weekly care team meetings, and weekly individual meetings with activist chefs. In particular, high-quality care team meetings were important for activists who had less work experience since the meetings provided informal training and the opportunity to discuss challenging cases. Campbell et al. highlight the importance of social spaces for dialogue and critical thinking around HIV case management; regular team meetings can create this space and improve care team networking. Regular meetings with activist chefs could help activists to develop and be held accountable to comprehensive case management plans, which were often missing for activists with a high percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status unknown. These recommendations are supported by other studies that suggest that external support structures and the competency of management are critical to improve HIV outcomes.

Finally, programs could also implement protocols that seek to improve activist retention. Activista retention challenges were a major factor that inhibited knowledge of HIV status, often due to dissatisfaction with stipends and overwork. Dissatisfaction, low motivation, and emotional stress, have all been demonstrated to inhibit HIV outcomes. Activista retention challenges could be mitigated by increasing activist stipends and ensuring that they receive adequate training and supervision support.

Limitations
Work satisfaction, salary amount, care team networking, and strength of wider referral network were domain (constant) conditions, and therefore their influences on the outcomes could not be analyzed, presenting an opportunity for future research. Although all activists, activist chefs, and supervisors were highly or somewhat satisfied, programs could potentially improve satisfaction by increasing stipends and by using nonmonetary incentives to recognize good work. Nonmonetary incentives in other HIV treatment programs have helped to avoid demoralization and thus improve program performance. Respondents indicated that care team networking and the strength of wider referral network were strong. Literature highlights the importance of case worker connectedness to share challenges and of connections to additional services to ensure that beneficiaries receive comprehensive, whole-person care.

The influence of care team networking and referral networks is an important area for future research. Similarly, since CBOs all followed similar protocols for case management, the influence of specific care methods could not be investigated. For example, program performance may also be improved by increasing the mobility of care, such as using home-based rapid testing or performing follow-up consultations by phone. Future research that compares programs that employ different HIV testing methods and follow-ups and have different levels of care mobility could generate greater insight into program optimization.

Case management attributes are not the only influencers of knowledge of HIV status; however,
these factors were the focus of this study to identify actionable recommendations. Program performance may improve even more if the following individual-level factors can be addressed, which have been demonstrated to impact HIV outcomes: stigma, gender, urbanicity, beneficiary income, beneficiary education, and HIV testing method. We were also unable to consider different clinical and community-level factors that affect HIV outcomes, and these factors could potentially further improve HIV program performance outcomes. The following factors have been suggested in the literature to improve case management effectiveness and warrant further study: actual and perceived health service quality, distance to functioning health care facility, effectiveness of family support plans, new testing strategies (such as HIV self-testing), focus on testing index cases of adults with HIV, and the availability of community-based testing), availability of HIV testing kits, and buy-in for HIV case management programs from the local community and district and central governments and nongovernmental organizations. Future research should seek to understand the intersection of case management attributes, beneficiary demographics, and clinical and community-level factors.

Lastly, this study is based on findings from 6 CBOs that were not selected randomly. Although we selected activists within each CBO using simple random sampling, the results of the study may not be generalizable to other CBOs that are a part of the COVida project. Furthermore, this study relied primarily upon interviews with activists and their managers to understand the important case management attributes. Although activists estimated the amount of time they spent with each beneficiary and working for COVida per week, researcher observations could be important to better understand the relationship between time spent per case and HIV program performance outcomes. Similarily, study respondents described the importance of correctly and regularly completing case management paperwork, but paperwork completion itself was not a factor explicitly evaluated. Paperwork completion, follow-up phone calls, and other routine activist work could be included in a future study to identify additional ways to optimize HIV program efficiency and effectiveness.

**CONCLUSION**

QCA was used to investigate the combinations of modifiable attributes of HIV case management programs to understand how to improve knowledge of HIV status. Two outcomes were identified to measure case management effectiveness: percentage change in knowledge of HIV status, and percentage of beneficiaries with HIV status known at the time of the last assessment. We identified 6 pathways for the first and 5 pathways for the second outcome of interest. Each pathway demonstrates an alternative combination of conditions that positively influences the outcome. Implementing partners working in similar contexts as this study may select any of the pathways, based on their available resources, to improve the outcome since each pathway is equally sufficient in achieving the outcome. Overall, based on the presence of some of the factors in multiple pathways to improve knowledge of HIV status, we suggest that implementing organizations, donors, and governments focus on several key recommendations. Implementing organizations could implement a formal process to assign cases based on complexity and caseload to alleviate overwork. Implementing organizations could also aim to increase the level of support to activists, with activists having adequate external support such as high-quality care team meetings, direct managers who meet with activists weekly to assist with challenges, and/or low supervision ratios so that managers are available and not overworked. More program funding may be required to meet the need for increased activist support at current program target levels. We also suggest that, when possible, implementing organizations hire experienced activists and provide all activists with regular follow-up trainings so they have the tools to address challenging cases and complicated issues. This study builds theory on the important tenets of an effective case management program and has the potential to improve knowledge of HIV status for OVC and other vulnerable populations.
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En português

Constatações Principais

- Usando uma análise de comparação com uma “fuzzy set” identificamos combinações de factores modificáveis que os programas de HIV que apoiam órfãos, crianças vulneráveis e as suas famílias podem agir para aumentar a proporção de beneficiários que conhecem o seu estado sorológico.

Implicações Principais

Para melhorar o estado do conhecimento do HIV, os programas devem considerar a implementação de um processo formal para:

- Atribuir os casos considerando a complexidade do caso e o número de casos para reduzir o excesso de trabalho.
- Fornecer apoio de supervisão aos activistas
- Contratar activistas experientes
- Formar activistas para resolver os casos desafiadores
- Reembolsar activistas por despesas relacionadas com o trabalho

SINOPSE

Em Moçambique, mais de um milhão das crianças vivem com HIV ou são vulneráveis devido ao HIV. Respondendo a esta crise, o Plano de Emergência do Presidente dos Estados Unidos para o Alívio da SIDA financia programas que apoiam as crianças órfãs e vulneráveis afectadas pelo HIV e suas famílias. Esses programas retêm assistentes sociais, conhecidos como activistas, que fornecem e encaminham os beneficiários aos serviços para aumentar o conhecimento dos beneficiários sobre o estado de HIV e para melhorar a retenção aos cuidados de saúde dos que vivem com HIV. Para melhorar a eficácia do programa, as organizações de implementação precisam entender como os diferentes atributos de gestão de caso afectam os resultados dos beneficiários. Usamos uma Análise de Comparação Qualitativa com uma série difusa (QCA) baseada em 119 entrevistas para identificar as combinações de atributos de gestão de caso que levam para (1) maior conhecimento do estado de HIV e (2) altas percentagens de resultados dos beneficiários. Usamos uma análise de comparação com uma “fuzzy set” para identificar combinações de factores modificáveis que os programas de HIV que apoiam órfãos, crianças vulneráveis e as suas famílias podem agir para aumentar a proporção de beneficiários que conhecem o seu estado sorológico.
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